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              The Original Molar Magician
 
              Award Winning Teether for Back Teeth & Gums
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  The Molar Magician®
  Free companion clip included
       $21.95
  
  


          

          

          
            




   Pick your color Blue
Gray
Pink
Mint


  Pick your color





  Blue
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 SALE! Save 20% SITEWIDE!
 (auto applied in cart)


 




  



  
  



 	Lab Tested, Certified Safe
	Over 500,000 Sold Worldwide
	FDA Approved Food-Grade Material
	Dishwasher Safe, Non Porous
	NO Latex, Lead, BPA, BPS, PVC, Phthalate or Metals
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			Real molar magic!!
              
			A friend of ours told us about the teething egg but our son was a little past its recommended age group. We were so lucky to get this to test pre-launch since his molars were comingin hard. 
This little guy has been a big hit! He's munching on it all day instead of grabbing household objects to shove back there. The clip keeps it on him even when he's running nonstop (all the time)!
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		03/02/2019
          
		Katherine h.           
		Canada
          
		
      
	
      
	          
		
          
		                
			               
			Best around !
              
			I didn't know what I was going to do for my son who was really having troubles teething, I have the teething egg but he never really latched onto it that much. I seen this through an email and ordered right away and so glad I did. My son loved it right from the start..he wears it during the day to stop him from wanting his soother all the time as he was just chewing on it, so this sits right at his hand length and grabs it and chews on it right away. Best invention for those tricky molars when they come in! Very happy with purchase !
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			Best teether ever!
              
			The molar magician teether is perfect for the front teeth coming through and the molars. Whenever my grandson was being fussy from teething discomfort, we could give him the molar magician and he was instantly happier.
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			love
              
			Love this product! My daughter loves that she can reach her back gums. I love that this product is made in the USA.
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			Great!
              
			Got these today and my little love absolutely loves it!
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     How Does The Molar Magician® Work?
The distinctive shape is perfect for your baby’s mouth. The arms/legs can reach those molars for chewing and soothing the gums.
The legs each have a different texture and are designed to reach those back teeth and gums.
Your baby will love exploring the teether and figuring out which surface works for them.
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     What Makes The Molar Magician® Special?
There are so many teethers for the front teeth, the Molar Magician is unique and specially designed for the hard to reach molars.
Most teethers contain harmful chemicals that are absorbed into your baby's bloodstream. Many teethers are made in foreign countries where the safety of the product is unknown and untested. 
The Molar Magician® is proudly made in the USA from food-grade TPE material and meets or exceeds all safety requirements in the USA, UK, EU, Australia and New Zealand. 
The Molar Magician® is lab tested and certified to contain absolutely no BPA, BPS, PVC, Phthalates or Metals.
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     How To Use The Molar Magician®
When you hand your child The Molar Magician®, they immediately know what to do with it!
The oval center shape is designed to prevent The Molar Magician® from reaching too far into your baby's mouth, and allows them to give their gums the perfect amount of counter pressure for soothing relief.
The unique shape is designed to reach your baby’s back teeth and gums, where other teethers cannot reach.
We also provide you with a FREE companion clip that can easily be clipped to any nearby item or to your baby's clothing to secure The Molar Magician®  so it doesn’t get lost or dirty.
When you want to clean The Molar Magician®, it can simply be washed with soap and water or even be safely placed in the dishwasher!
For added soothing, The Molar Magician® can be placed in the fridge to be cooled before use.






 
          

            










     Available in a Variety of Fun Colors
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     Over Half a Million Sold
For over 7 years, The Molar Magician® has been the #1 most trusted teething product worldwide. We have sold over 500,000 products and counting!
As a small family business, we are thankful for all the positive feedback we continue to receive. We are proud to be trusted by Moms and Dads all over the world! 
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